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ABSTRACT
Small scale ionospheric disturbances can lead to ﬂuctuations of the received satellite signal, so-called signal scintillations. For global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) this reduces the positioning accuracy. Particular strong events can even lead to a loss of
lock between satellite and receiver. All GNSS signals are affected by this phenomenon. The inﬂuence of the short scale disturbances on the different GNSS signals is expected to be different for each signal, since the signals are transmitted by different carrier
frequencies and are constructed in different ways. In this paper, we compare the occurrence rate of signal scintillations between the
different global navigation satellite systems and their different signal frequencies. In particular, we consider GPS L1, L2, and L5,
GLONASS L1 and L2, and Galileo E1 and E5a. This analysis uses data from a high-rate GNSS station of the German Aerospace
Center (DLR) placed in Bahir Dar, Ethiopia at 11°360 N 37°230 E. The station collects 50 Hz raw data from which the amplitude
scintillation index S4 is calculated. The data has been collected for the whole year 2013. Since the number of strong scintillation
events with S4 > 0.5 was smaller than expected, additionally weak scintillation events with S4  0.25 are taken into account. An
algorithm is used that provides a soft barrier for S4  0.25. The resulting events are shown as daily and seasonal averages. Finally,
the overall inﬂuence of short scale ionospheric disturbances in the form of signal scintillations on the GNSS signals is estimated.
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1. Introduction
Since their inception the data of global navigation satellite systems have been used for scientiﬁc studies. For a long time only
the American GPS and a partially functional Russian
GLONASS were available for research. Now, GLONASS has
reached full coverage and two new systems the European
Galileo and the Chinese BeiDou are approaching a fully
operational state. Furthermore the GPS is undergoing an
upgrade that will provide a new civilian frequency.
From an ionospheric research point of view, the beneﬁt of
these new and enhanced systems is twofold. First, the increased
number of satellites means more links to the ground receiver
and thus additional pierce points through the ionosphere.
This in turn corresponds to a higher number of measurement
points for tomographic methods, which determine the total electron content of the ionosphere. Second, the new frequencies
allow for a more detailed analysis of the dispersive nature of
the ionosphere. While for a long time multi-frequency positioning was restricted to the military it becomes now also feasible
for civilian users.
However, the beneﬁts of these new or enhanced systems
can still be severely limited, when the electromagnetic signal
is diffracted by short scale structures in an irregular ionosphere
and starts to ﬂuctuate. These so-called signal scintillations usually decrease the positional quality, but in the worst case can

lead to a loss of lock with the satellites on a receiver level
Aarons (1997), Kintner et al. (2007), Kintner (2009). They
can occur anywhere, but are very frequent in equatorial and
polar regions. In the following we will focus on equatorial
regions, where a strongly irregular ionospheric plasma in the
evening hours produces mainly scintillations of the signal
amplitude.
As scintillations may reduce positioning accuracy and can
lead to loss of lock, which can delay or completely invalidate
a positioning solution, basically every GNSS user is affected.
Especially users that have high requirements for accuracy,
integrity, availability, and continuity are affected. In short, all
customers of augmentations services such as the European
Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS) or the
American Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS). This
includes e.g. prospecting work, geodetical undertakings and
especially airport operations. At airports GNSS enable vertically guided approach procedures of aircrafts, which can be
used instead of the traditional instrument landing system
(ILS). GNSS systems are beneﬁcial in this scenario, as the
ILS is not suited for the requirements of modern high trafﬁc airports. Since WAAS and EGNOS have been certiﬁed for the use
in safety of life applications in 2007 and 2011, respectively,
several prototype airports have started to deploy systems for
GNSS landing and take-off. These prototype airports are
in areas where scintillations occurrence is negligible
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Table 1. The table lists the frequencies in MHz of the GNSS and the particular channels studied in this article. GPS and Galileo use code division
multiple access and therefore share one frequency for all satellites per channel. GLONASS uses frequency division multiple access and therefore
has individual frequencies per channel per satellite given by the base frequency shifted by the frequency channel number (FCN).
GPS
GLONASS
Galileo

L1: 1575.42
L1: 1602 + FCNÆ0.5625
E1 (B + C): 1575.42

L2: 1227.60
L2: 1246 + FCNÆ0.4375

L5 (I + Q): 1176.45
E5a (I + Q): 1176.45

Mayer et al. (2009), Circiu et al. (January 2014). However, further maturing of this technology will lead to its installation in
regions with medium to high scintillation occurrence. Therefore
an understanding of the rate of occurrence and strength of scintillations is necessary in order to properly certify these systems.
In this paper, we will analyze GNSS signal scintillations.
Up to now, almost all studies of GNSS scintillations focused
exclusively on the GPS L1 frequency Béniguel et al. (2009),
SBAS Ionospheric Working Group (2010), Sreeja et al.
(2011), Adewale et al. (2012), Paznukhov et al. (2012) with
few authors considering GPS L2 and L5 Conker et al.
(2003), Carrano et al. (2012), Shanmugam et al. (2012) and
GLONASS L1, L2 Sreeja et al. (2012). To broaden this scope,
we present results that compare the inﬂuence of scintillations on
the new signals to GPS L1. An overview of the signals considered in this study is given by Table 1. All frequencies are in the
L-band, which is a good compromise between signal attenuation at too high frequencies and ionospheric error at too low frequencies. Since the new signals will be used to enhance the
position solution, it is necessary to know how they are inﬂuenced by scintillations and which signal is more trustworthy.
Because the ionosphere is a dispersive medium and therefore
scattering is dependent on the frequency, the amassed results
from the GPS L1 signal cannot directly be transferred to the
new signals that use different frequencies. The same is true
when looking at the technical design of the signals. The different signals use different chipping rates, modulations and multiplexing techniques. All these factors might contribute to
different robustnesses against signal scintillations and need to
be investigated.
The remainder of the paper is laid out as follows. After a
short explanation how the statistical indices are derived, we will
describe the setup of the measurement station. Then a discussion of a single scintillation event as experienced by one GPS
satellite for its different signals follows. Next, we will present
an algorithm that allows us to select all scintillation events in
2013 from our data set. This allows us to show a seasonal
and daily average of the scintillation data. Finally, we will
derive statistical values for each signal to estimate the impact
of scintillations on the different systems and frequencies.

2. Statistical indices
Since the ionosphere is a non-linear system, the best way to get
an initial insight is by employing a statistical approach and
aggregating large amounts of measured data to classify relevant
orders of magnitude and occurrence rates. A statistical index to
characterize scintillation of the signal amplitude, which are predominant in equatorial areas, is deﬁned by the scintillation
index S4. Its deﬁnition allows to calculate a unique but characteristic amplitude scintillation index for each GNSS signal.
In order to determine this index, usually the receivers in-phase
and quadrature components I and Q are used to obtain the signal strength estimator wide band power. Then, by estimating

the ﬂuctuations in wide band power the S4 index can be derived
by dividing the variance of the estimator by its mean value
every 60s Van Dierendonck et al. (1993), Beach & Kintner
(2001), Symeonidis et al. (2011).
pﬃﬃﬃ
A theoretical upper limit for S4 is 2 SBAS Ionospheric
Working Group (2010). Numerically it is possible to produce
larger values, but these are ignored as they indicate corrupt data.
Regarding scintillation strength, for this paper, we consider
0.25 < S4 < 0.5 as weak and S4 > 0.5 as a strong scintillation
event.
3. Measurement station setup
In this paper we use the data from our high-rate measurement
station in Bahir Dar, Ethiopia, connected to the experimentation
and veriﬁcation network (EVNet) of DLR Noack et al. (2005).
The station is situated at 11°360 N 37°230 E in the equatorial
crest region. The station uses a JAVAD RingAnt-G antenna.
This is a choke ring antenna which reduces the inﬂuence of
multipath. The GNSS receiver is a JAVAD DELTA G3TH
receiver that runs with an update rate of 50 Hz and is able to
track GPS (L1, L2, L5), GLONASS (L1, L2), Galileo (E1,
E5a), and BeiDou as well as the augmentation systems. It tracks
all satellites in view, which are usually around 20. The receiver
streams the incoming raw data to a connected computer, which
runs our real-time scintillation analysis software. The software
calculates the amplitude scintillation index S4 and the phase
scintillation index r/ for each signal. The indices are then
streamed to the central processing and control facility of DLR
Neustrelitz, where a visualization of the data for the SWACI
platform1 is prepared. The results are shown afterwards on
the web page and the data is archived for future analysis.
4. Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows a typical evening constellation of ionospheric
pierce points in Bahir Dar Ethiopia. Looking at L1 (C/A)/E1,
at ﬁrst glance it seems as if enough unperturbed satellites are
available for a positioning solution. However, it has to be noted
that for GPS, only three satellites are unperturbed (5, 24, 29).
All other GPS satellites are under the inﬂuence of weak to
strong signal scintillations. Northwest of the GNSS receiver
almost all pierce points show signal scintillation. This can be
attributed to a strong ionospheric ﬂuctuation, that moves outwards from the equatorial crest. Looking at the other frequencies, it is interesting to note, that the scintillation strength is
stronger for all pierce points compared to L1 (C/A). In the following we will elaborate on this observation and discuss the
statistics taken in 2013. We will show that L1 (C/A) is usually
least affected by scintillations.
Figure 2 shows the amplitude scintillation index S4 for the
evening of the 11th April 2013 in Bahir Dar for GPS satellite
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Table 2. Averages and Standard deviation of GPS satellite 25 for
11th April 2013 between [18:00, 19:30] UTC.

L1
L2
L5
L1
L2

Figure 1. Constellation of ionospheric pierce points at Bahir Dar
Ethiopia. The blue cross marks the location of the receiver. The color
of the pierce points corresponds to the strength of the amplitude
scintillation S4 as indicated by the color bar below. The left half
circle shows L1 (C/A)/E1. The right half circle shows GPS L5,
GLONASS L2 and Galileo E5a, if available. The number next to the
pierce point corresponds to the satellite id according to NMEA
notation i.e. GPS: 1-32, GLONASS: 65-96, Galileo: > 200.

Figure 2. Comparison of the scintillation index S4 for the different
signals of GPS satellite 25 at the 11th April 2013 in Bahir Dar,
Ethiopia. The colored solid lines are averages of the S4 value in the
time interval [18:00, 19:30] UTC.

G25. We choose satellite G25 since it is already modernized
and thus able to broadcast on the new frequencies L5 and
L2C. The different signals are shown in different colors.
The most obvious observation is, that the scintillation indices
for the encrypted precise code (p(y)-code) shown as crosses
are generally much larger than those derived from the c-code.
The deployed JAVAD receiver is not able to decode p-code,
but uses z-tracking technology to reconstruct the L2 carrier
phase. This degrades the signal-to-noise ratio Woo (2000).
Hence, it is not surprising, that the reconstructed p-signal is

(C/A)
C
p(y)
p(y)

Avg. of S4
0.42
0.50
0.54
0.64
0.63

Std. dev. of S4
0.098
0.084
0.183
0.11
0.11

more susceptible to noise and that the overall quality is worse.
Additionally, this tracking mechanism is very prone to loss of
lock. Therefore, for a better comparison of the different frequencies, we ignore the encrypted signals in the following.
As it is no longer ambiguous, we abbreviate L1 (C/A) to L1
and L2C to L2 now.
The difference between L1, L2, and L5 is small during the
mostly undisturbed conditions after 20:00 UTC. For times later
than 21:00 UTC all three signals converge to a mean scintillation value of S4  0.04. However, at the peak of the scintillation event, at 19:00 UTC the difference between the three
signals becomes quite large. The solid horizontal lines in the
plot represent averages for the scintillation event in the time
interval Tevent = [18:00, 19:30] UTC. These averages show that
the GPS L1 signal is the least disturbed followed by L2 and
then L5. This observation is a general trend in the data. The reason for this is the frequency dependence of scintillations, which
is explained at the end of this article. Table 2 shows the mean S4
values and their standard deviations for the time interval Tevent.
In addition to the already discussed averages it is noticeable that
the standard deviation of L5 is much larger than those for L1
and L2. This is reﬂected in Figure 2 by a much stronger scattering of individual points for L5 compared to L1 and L2. It can
be imagined that this stronger ﬂuctuation is related to the 10
times higher chipping rate of L5 with regard to L1 and the corresponding longer code. A temporary signal unavailability
causes a much higher data loss with a higher chipping rate
and a longer code delays the acquisition and re-acquisition process, if the signal is weak or strongly ﬂuctuating.
All these observations give some expectations on the conclusions from the following analysis. Having discussed observations of one day and one satellite, now we will present
averages for 2013 and for all satellites of the respective GNSS.
To complicate matters for the analysis, the ionosphere in 2013
over Bahir Dar was surprisingly quiet with respect to scintillations. We did not ﬁnd many events with S4  0.5. Therefore, in
order to make our statistics more reliable, we also considered
weak scintillation events with S4  0.25. Since this value is
easily surpassed due to multipath effects at very low elevation
angles, we removed values with elevations less than 20. Since
Figure 2 shows that some signals ﬂuctuate quite strongly during
a scintillation event and we did not want to arbitrarily reduce
these ﬂuctuations by only considering values above
S4  0.25, we developed an algorithm that captures these ﬂuctuations to a certain extent and which will be explained in the
following.
First, all data with elevations lower than 20 are discarded.
Next the data is p
cleaned
by removing nonphysical values with
ﬃﬃﬃ
S4 < 0 or S 4 > 2. Than the data is sorted. Afterwards, it is
checked, if a minimum number of values l for one satellite pass
are larger than the event threshold s (in our case l > 5,
s = 0.25). This equals roughly 0.1% of the collected data of
a satellite that passes close to the receiver. This criterion is used
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Figure 3. Scintillation indices S4 for signals L1 (C/A)/E1 for all
satellites tracked on 11th April 2013. The small dots are data points
which have been removed by the soft-boundary algorithm and are
not considered belonging to a scintillation event.

to remove unfavorable satellite geometries. That is, satellites
which are only shortly in view and have a low elevation. These
satellites can generate large values of S4, but it is very likely that
these values derive from multipath effects. If the data set for a
satellite pass has enough values that are larger than the threshold
it is considered further. The algorithm then iterates over the data
set. All values of S4 larger than s are stored. Additionally, data
points preceeding and following the stored values of S4 within
a time-span c = 300 s are stored as well. This form of soft cutoff allows to capture ﬂuctuations close to the threshold s and still
removes unperturbed data reliably. Figure 3 shows the results of
the algorithm for the same day as in Figure 2 for all GNSS and the
L1/E1 signal. The small points are data points that have been
removed by the algorithm, while the large ones are considered
to belong to the scintillation event. It is easily visible that ﬂuctuations around the threshold s are not removed but kept. We use
this algorithm to select the scintillation events from our Bahir
Dar data for the whole year of 2013. The algorithm is not overly
sensitive to s, c as the following seasonal and daily averages, as
well as the aggregated statistical values, can be qualitatively
reproduced with s = [0.15, 0.5] and c = [60, 600] s.
Figure 4 shows the number of scintillation events per day
over the course of the year 2013 for the different signals.
The solid line represents a smoothed seasonal dependence.
It was calculated by using a moving average ﬁlter on the data.
The gray shaded area depicts the data availability. The curves
visualize the strong seasonal dependence of scintillations. They
are largest during the equinox periods, when the solar terminator
is aligned with the magnetic meridian. At least for the African
sector, this is known to increase the intensity of the prereversal
enhancement Tsunoda (1985), Batista et al. (1986), Abdu et al.
(1992), Tsunoda (2010), Alfonsi et al. (2013), which mostly controls the equatorial spread-F, producing a more perturbed ionosphere. A consistent trend for all the signals is, that the peak at
the spring equinox is larger than that of the fall equinox. It is a
reasonable assumption, that this is related to the activity of the
sun. A good measure for this activity is the number of sunspots.2
If we consider 30 days around the equinoxes and calculate a
mean number of sunspots, we get a value of 57.1 for the spring
equinox and 44 for the fall equinox. This is roughly 30% more
2

Figure 4. Amount of scintillation events over the course of the year
2013. The symbols are the accumulated time in minutes of
scintillations per day for the respective signal. The black lines show
a moving average. The gray shaded area marks the data availability.

activity in spring, which in turn might contribute to the higher
maximum. Looking at the related geomagnetics and thus the
planetary Kp-index3 and doing the same analysis, we also ﬁnd
roughly 30% higher values for the time around the spring equinox, which can also contribute to a higher maximum. A more
in depth study of the correlation between scintillations and solar
and geomagnetic activity can be found in Liu et al. (2012).
Figure 5 shows the frequentness of scintillation occurrence
as a function of time of the day averaged for 2013. The color
corresponds to the overall number of events that occurred at
that minute (x-axis) equal or smaller the corresponding strength
(y-axis). The colors red and yellow depict a large number of
events, the color green an intermediate amount and white
depicts no events at all. When creating these statistics, the
change in the time for sunset during the course of the year
has been taken into account. Everything has been shifted to a
sunset time corresponding to 1st January 2013 which is
15:17 UTC.
An immediate observation is, that most of the scintillations
occur at the evening hours. During this time the disturbance of
the equatorial ionosphere is strongest. The principle source of
this disturbance is the gravitational Rayleigh-Taylor instability
i.e. the instability of a barrier between two media with different
density. The literature on this effect is vast Farley et al. (1970),
3
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Table 3. Aggregated statistics of scintillation occurrence for 2013.
The ﬁrst column gives an estimates of the overall inﬂuence of
amplitude scintillations on the signals. The column ‘‘all’’ gives the
total number of minutes with scintillations occurring as given by the
algorithm in Figure 3. The column ‘‘sat’’ gives the average time a
satellite that crossed Bahir Dar during times of scintillations was
disturbed for 2013.

GPS L1
GPS L2
GPS L5
GLONASS L1
GLONASS L2
Galileo E1
Galileo E5a

n (in %)
6.2
14.7
18.5
5.8
16.7
7.1
20.3

All (min)
37,653
21,526
2988
17,383
124,248
1542
4050

Sat (min)
2340
1254
173
969
7336
922
2394

Figure 5. Aggregated statistics of scintillation occurrence in 2013
for the different signals as function of sunset corrected time. The
dashed vertical lines indicate the time of sunset.

Aarons (1977), Basu & Basu (1981), Aarons (1982, 1993) with
the ﬁrst observation dating to 1934 Berkner & Wells (1934).
The basic idea is that shortly post sunset, the lower density ionosphere at the bottom-side of the F layer rises into the higher
density ionosphere above. This causes turbulence at the interface. Bubbles form in the plasma and percolate upwards, which
leads to a strongly irregular ionosphere Kelley (1985). During
the night this mechanism diminishes and the irregularities
decay.
A more in-depth look at Figure 5 shows, that GPS L1 has
scintillation events during the whole day. Additionally, it shows
a double peak structure with one maximum close to 18:00 and
the other one close to 20:00. A similar behavior is found for
GPS L2, and with less intensity for GLONASS L1 and
Galileo E1. This could indicate a general trend. GPS L5 does
exhibit much less events and almost none during the day hours.
Since up to now, only a few GPS satellites are able to broadcast
L5 this is not surprising. GLONASS L1 shows a similar pattern
to GPS L1. GLONASS L2 shows a large number of events during the course of the day and a broad maximum at the evening.
This proves that GLONASS L2 is very susceptible to equatorial scintillations. Galileo E1 shows a similar pattern as GPS
L1, albeit it has more outliers and is less smooth. As Galileo
E5a shows a much smoother distribution this spikiness cannot
be explained by the small number of satellites, but it might
indicate a general susceptibility of the Galileo system towards
equatorial scintillations. Galileo E5a shows events with large
S4 values distributed throughout the day and thus indicates,
that this frequency is strongly affected by equatorial
scintillations.
Table 3 shows aggregated statistics for the various GNSS
signals. The ﬁrst column associates the overall mean of S4 to
the lower limit for weak scintillations s = 0.25 by the following
formula:
n¼

hS 4 i
 1:
s

ð1Þ

For this column only data collected between 16:00 UTC
and 22:00 UTC were taken into account. A larger value corresponds to a stronger inﬂuence of amplitude scintillations on the

Figure 6. Mean of S4 as function of frequency for the various
signals. The solid lines are ﬁts to the data. The inset shows the same
results using double logarithmic axes.

signal. Although these statistics have a large error a trend is
obvious. The L1 frequency generally has the smallest values.
This indicates a ﬂuctuation closer to the barrier s and hence a
smaller impact of scintillations on this frequency. The frequency L5 has the largest value for each system. It is strongly
affected by scintillations. This frequency dependence is further
highlighted in Figure 6. In this ﬁgure, hS 4 i is shown as a function of frequency. According to experiments done by Ogawa
et al. (1980) a frequency dependence S4 ~ f 0.5 for
136  f  1700 MHz is expected. A ﬁt to the data with this
dependence is shown as solid red line. It is striking that only
one ﬁt parameter is needed. While this dependence can explain
the data, one has to be careful with the interpretation of ﬁts that
contain only three distinct values. Therefore for comparison,
additionally a linear ﬁt is shown.
Column 3 of Table 3 lists the number of total scintillation
events in minutes for each signal – i.e. the number of values
with S4 > 0.25, including the soft barrier as discussed above.
This number has to be taken with a grain of salt, since the number of satellites that can broadcast a speciﬁc signal varies for
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each signal. Still, it is interesting to note that GLONASS L2
and GPS L1 are affected by scintillations for the largest time
span compared to the other signals. However, the strength of
the actual inﬂuence on GPS L1, as seen in column one, is small.
This mimics the overall trend in Figure 5. Roughly speaking,
column one corresponds to the maximum of each of the subplots of Figure 5, while column two corresponds to the overall
coverage and intensity in each of the subplots.
The fourth column of Table 3 gives an estimates of the
number of events per satellite. Looking at one signal, this estimate is done by counting the number of satellites that were
involved in scintillation events for a particular day. Afterwards
the total number of events for that day is divided by this
number. Then these satellite average scintillation times are
aggregated for 2013. To put it simply, column four is an estimate for the total time, one satellite is disturbed. With the
exception of GPS, the amount of time the individual satellites
are inﬂuenced by scintillations is smallest for the L1/E1 signal.
It is likely that the different result for GPS corresponds to the
small number of upgraded GPS satellites with L2C and L5,
which biases the statistics.
5. Summary
We have shown statistics of scintillation events for equatorial
Africa for different GNSS signals. In particular we considered
GPS L1, L2C, and L5, GLONASS L1, L2, and Galileo E1
and E5a. As a general trend we observed, that the magnitude
of scintillations is smallest for the L1/E1 signals and largest
for L5/E5a. We calculated statistics for the scintillation occurance during the course of a year. There we observed a double
peak structure with the magnitude of scintillations largest during the spring and fall equinox. The peak is more pronounced
at the spring equinox, which coincides with a higher solar activity and higher Kp-index. We calculated statistics for the average
scintillation occurance for the course of a day. Generally, this
gave the expected result that the scintillation occurance is highest after sunset. A more in dept look revealed two interesting
results. First, the overall strength of scintillations is largest for
Galileo. Second, the overall time a signal is affected is largest
for GLONASS L2.
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